Every hand sanitizer
dispenser should be
as easy to use and
maintain as ours.
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Designed for heavy duty use
during these challenging times.
Traditional electronic dispensers are fragile and require
constant battery and sanitizer pouch changes.
Astreea was engineered to be durable, dependable, and
high-capacity. It’s pedal activated and can be refilled with
any hand sanitizer product in less than one minute.

Astreea is at home in offices, schools,
shopping centers, and even outside spaces.

View Intro Video

Built to last beyond the pandemic.
Developed by a European aerospace manufacturer,
Astreea meets the highest engineering and quality
standards.
Each dispenser is precision-crafted from medical-grade
stainless steel using state-of-the-art laser cutting
machines. After assembly and welding, finishing
touches are completed by hand.
We’re so confident Astreea will stand the test of time,
we back it with a lifetime warranty.
See How It’s Made
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See what makes Astreea so different.
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Fully mechanical and pedal operated.
No batteries or maintenance required ever.
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Easy to refill. Just remove the top plate and
add any gel or liquid sanitizer product.
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Laser-cut reservoir window provides a
convenient way to check sanitizer level.
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Incredibly durable and weatherproof, making
it ideal for any indoor or outdoor space.
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Arrives fully assembled. Remove it from the box
and use the optional bolt points to secure it to the floor.
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Airports & Transit

Offices & Retail

Hotels & Restaurants

Schools & Education Centers

A perfect size for every purpose.
With 5 models to choose from,
you’re sure to find one that
meets your specific needs.

Capacity
Tube Diameter
Height
LxW
Weight

Model S

Model M

Model L

Model XL

Model XXL

1 Liter
4.1”
29.2”
11.6” x 11.6”
18.1 lbs

1 Liter
4.1”
38.9”
11.6” x 11.6”
22.0 lbs

2 Liters
4.9”
38.9”
11.6” x 11.6”
22.6 lbs

3 Liters
5.1”
38.9”
11.6 x 11.6
26.4 lbs

$319.00

$369.00

$409.00

$469.00

5 Liters
7.9” x 7.9”
38.9”
7.9” x 7.9”
57.8 lbs
$699.00

Customize with accessories.
Whether for access, communication, or
stability, Astreea accessories increase
the usage of your dispenser.

Guard

Duo

Sign

Duo-Sign

Weight

Top plate replacement.
Encloses the dispenser
nozzle and shields it from
possible damage.

Top plate replacement.
Meets ADA requirements for
reach, pressure, and onehanded access.

Top plate replacement.
Metal A5 sized sign holder
allows for the display of a
decal.

Top plate replacement.
This combo allows for onehanded operation along with the
display of an A5 sized sign.

Slide on accessory.
Adds 38 lbs to the base of
the stand, when bolting to
the floor isn’t an option.

Use with Model L

Use with Model S, M, L

Use with Model S, M, L

Use with Model S, M, L

Use with Model S, M, L

$35.00

$35.00

$35.00

$45.00

$89.00

Arriving soon!

Astreea Safe®
Gel Hand Sanitizer
Available in these
convenient sizes:
•1 Liter
•3 Liter
•5 Liter

•2 Liter
•1 Gallon
•Retail Sizes*

*ask your representative for more info.

